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Abstract: Solving large and sparse system of linear equations has been extensively used for several crypt-analytic techniques. Block Lanczos and Block Wiedemann algorithms are well known for solving large sparse systems. However, the time complexity of such popular method makes it reluctant and hence, the concept of parallelism is made compulsory for such methods. This paper introduced an optimization of Block Lanczos method over finite field using accelerated GPUs. Here we consider GF (2) finite field. The parallel solver for optimization of Block Lanczos is implemented using NVIDIA Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) and Message Passing Interface (MPI) to take advantage of multi-level parallelism on multi-node and multi-GPU systems. CUDA-aware MPI has been extensively used to leverage GPU-Direct Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and GPU-Direct Point to Point (P2P) for optimized inter and intra node communication. The proposed solver for optimization of Block Lanczos explored the bandwidth of memory bandwidth on a single Tesla, multi Tesla K40 and multi Tesla P100 GPU nodes. The parallel efficiency is also achieved on DGX system with 8 P100 and 1 V100 Tesla GPU’s respectively.

Index Terms: block lanczos, cryptography, Graphics Processing Unit, GPU-Direct P2P, MIMD, parallel-processing, RDMA.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, the growth of digital information has been increased rapidly therefore information security are imperative for the security requirement of the digital world. There are various crypt-analytic techniques where solving a large sparse system of linear equations over finite field become a challenge due to high computation. For instance, the integer factorization problem using number field sieve (NFS) [1] and symmetric ciphers cryptanalysis involves solving large sparse linear systems over finite field. It may be used in the last phase of the such problem. Block Lanczos [2],[11]and Block Wiedemann [3],[4],[5] are the popular methods to solve such compute intensive problems but the time complexity of such systems is cubic, therefore such system is computationally slow and practically not feasible. As the Block Wiedemann method has been well parallelized therefore we focus on optimizing the Block Lanczos method. To solve compute intensive problems in reasonable amount of time, accelerated units such as general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) are accomplished. Now there is an increasing trend to create supercomputer clusters where each node hosts multiple GPUs. If we see the top 500 supercomputer list [6] we found that most of them are GPUs based. For instance, the summit supercomputer created by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [7] hosts up to 6 Volta V100 Nvidia GPUs on each node of the cluster and it is 10 times more powerful than Titan which stands in fifth place of top 500 supercomputer list. Thus, it is necessary to develop applications in a way that it can be efficiently scaled over multiple GPGPUs and nodes. The original method for Block Lanczos algorithm [8][9] is roughly split in three steps. The steps are pre-processing, Lanczos iterations and post-processing. At higher densities (>10%), the Block Lanczos is quite costly in terms of performance. This paper describes the optimization exercise carried out on an existing GPU enabled code for Block Lanczos algorithm. The optimization exercise started with understanding, performance profiling of the existing Block Lanczos method. For benchmarking the performance of the original as well as optimized method, linear systems with up to 30,000 unknowns and densities (number of non-zero elements) from 0.01% to 16% are considered. In the proposed work, we optimized a GPU-accelerated Block Lanczos parallel solver for sparse linear systems over binary galois field i.e. GF (2). The optimized Block Lanczos solver is implemented using CUDA [27] version 7.5, CUDA driver version 352.55, 4 Tesla K40 and multi Tesla P100 GPU nodes, an architecture that explore the parallel compute capability of a GPU for general purpose processing. The parallel solver for optimization of Block Lanczos is implemented using NVIDIA Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) and Message Passing Interface (MPI) [28] to take advantage of multi-level parallelism on multi-node and multi-GPU systems. CUDA-aware MPI has been extensively used to leverage GPU-Direct Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and GPU-Direct Point to Point (P2P) [29] for optimized inter and intra node communication. The proposed solver for optimization of Block Lanczos explored the bandwidth of memory bandwidth on a single Tesla, multi Tesla K40 and multi Tesla P100 GPU nodes [30]. The optimized solver is constructed in a way that load balancing and optimized communication can be achieved easily. The rest of the paper is formulated as follows. The next section gives the details of the work related to area for solving large sparse system of linear equations over GF (2). Section III gives an overview of Block Lanczos over GF (2) [10][11]. The proposed methodology for optimization of Block Lanczos solver parallelly in multiple hardware platforms is explained in Section IV. The next Section V shows the experiments results over three different hardware platform for performance and scalability and finally Section VI concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In order to solve dense and sparse system of linear equations over GF(2) the methods that are available was implemented serially [12][13]. The parallel implementation is also available, but they are not optimized with latest hardware platforms available and hence not fully utilized the available hardware resource of latest existing technology. Nvidia introduces series of accelerating cards for researchers to make their application parallel and solve bigger problems in a reasonable amount of time. “Fig. 1” shows how thread blocks in a grid is arranged in a GPU. The existing hardware platform makes the application efficient and scalable. For solving large system of dense and sparse linear equations Gaussian elimination is a well-researched topic and its parallel version over GF (2) is relatively less studied.
Koc and Arachchige [14] proposed Gaussian Elimination algorithm over finite field GF (2) and implemented the same on the Geometric Arithmetic Parallel Processor known as GAPP. Parkinson and Wunderlich [15] proposed the parallel Gaussian Elimination for finite field GF (2) and the same was deployed on the parallel array processor named as ICL-DAP. Bogdanov et. al. [16] used a hardware that is parallel in architecture to solve Gaussian Elimination over finite field GF (2) quickly. This architecture was implemented on a Field Processor gate array (FPGA). In addition to this the author also evaluates for a possible implementation based on ASIC architecture. All these solutions can solve only small systems of either dense or sparse linear equations over finite field GF (2) and are very costly using special kind of hardware platforms. Albrecht and Pernet [17] proposed the solution of dense system of linear equations over finite field GF (2). The solution used multicore architectures and are very efficient and part of the M4RI (Method of four Russians) library [18]. This solution shows the performance results for 64X64K linear systems of equations and presented that their method is as good as to the implementation by Allan Steel [19] for solving Gaussian Elimination over finite field GF (2) using MAGMA library. This is the first work to solve Gaussian Elimination over GF (2) in a general-purpose processor. This solution shows the performance results for 64X64K linear systems of equations and presented that their method is as good as to the implementation by Allan Steel [19] for solving Gaussian Elimination over GF (2) using MAGMA library. This is the first work to solve Gaussian Elimination over GF (2) in a general-purpose processor.
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#### 3.1 Matrix Format

a.) An array stores the cumulative number of non-zero entries till a particular row.
b.) A double array stores the column numbers of the non-zero entries for each row.

Example:

\[
\text{Matrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

a.) \(\{1,3,6\}\)  b.) \(\{0\}, \{1,2\}, \{1,2,3\}\)

#### 3.2 Exploiting GF (2)

a.) Block Lanczos Algorithm itself exploits GF (2) by generating N (computer word size) null vectors per iteration.
b.) Bit packing is done to store all the vectors in the code (each element takes one bit)
c.) Bitwise operations are used for computation (XOR for addition, AND for multiplication) [23].
d.) This not only saves space but also makes computation faster.
3.3 Parallelization
Block Lanczos has three major computational steps.
  a.) Matrix-Vector Product
  b.) Vector-Vector Product
  c.) Vector-Vector Addition
Matrix-Vector Product is the most expensive and dominant computation and needs to be parallelized.

3.4 Data distribution
a.) Each processor reads n/p rows from the input file where n represent no. of rows and p represent number of processors).
  b) Matrix – Vector product [24] is done in parallel by offloading the massively parallel part to GPUs and result sent back to the root node.
  c) Dependencies are broadcasted, and each processor and co-processor modifies part of the matrix it has.

3.5 CUDA-aware MPI
It enables GPU-Direct P2P transfers for communication of data between the GPUs hosted in a node [25][26]. Nvlink technology also enables peer to peer access.

4 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR OPTIMIZATION
Given a system of linear equations over GF (2) and the task is to find out the equations linearly dependent on others and remove them. Consider the system of equations where no of equations equals to no of variables and of order O (10^6) or higher with density ranging from 0.2 to 2%. To solve such problem the possible approach is to select any n equations (where n is the number of variables) and try to solve them. Find the rank of the matrix using LaMacchia and Odlyzko’s Algorithm or Diagonally Scaled Wiedemann Algorithm. Then Solve Mx = 0 (i.e. find the null space of M) which is equivalent of finding dependencies in the matrix for e.g. Input system:
  1) m equations over n variables
  2) Format Ax = b: A (m x n), b (m x 1)
  3) Construction of M: Augment b to A and take its transpose to get M (n + 1 x m)
  4) Solve Mx = 0 to get a null vector x
  5) Each null vector x gives a dependency relation over the columns of matrix M
  6) So, we get a dependency relation over equations of the Input System
  7) Solving Mx = 0
We use the Block Lanczos Algorithm to solve this equation. The Input is Matrix B (n1 x n2) and to solve: Bx = 0. The original method for Block Lanczos algorithm is roughly split in three steps shown in “Fig. 3”.
- Pre-processing
- Lanczos iterations
- Post-processing

In the pre-processing step, operation such as memory allocation, initialization and loading of the linear system data are done. The Lanczos step involves the iterative part of code that computes the solution. Finally, in post-processing step solution is written to file. The steps for pre-processing are defined as below:  
  1) Compute A = B’B (symmetric matrix).
  2) Solve Ax = 0 where A (n2 x n2).
  3) Generate random matrix Y (n2 x N) where N is computer word size (generally 32 or 64).
  4) Solve AX = AY so that column vectors of (X-Y) will belong to the null space of A.

The procedure for lanczos algorithm is explained as below:  
  1) V_0 = AY
  2) Algorithm terminates when V_i^TAV_i = 0, say for i = m
  3) The two distinguish cases are:
     a) If V_m = 0 then AX = AY otherwise
     b) Vm itself belongs to the null space of A

The steps for post processing are described as below:  
  1) Define Z = [X-Y; V_m]
  2) Compute BZ to find which vectors of Z belong to the null space of B.
  3) Each null vector gives a dependence relation.
  4) Remove as many dependent equations as possible.

The Lanczos step is no longer the most compute intensive step. Especially at lower densities Pre-processing and post-processing needs to be improved. Both these steps involve considerable amount of file I/O operations. Therefore, avenues for better I/O performance should be explored. At higher densities (>10%), the Block Lanczos is quite costly in terms of performance. Block Lanczos is preferred method for solving sparse linear systems of equations i.e. systems in the form Ax = b, where A is a sparse matrix over GF(2). This paper describes the optimization exercise carried out on an existing GPU enabled code for Block Lanczos algorithm. The optimization exercise started with understanding, performance profiling of the existing Block Lanczos method. For benchmarking the performance of the original as well as optimized method, linear systems with up to 30,000 unknowns and densities (number of non-zero elements) from 0.01% to 16% are considered. The optimization work that has been carried out is further explained:
4.1 Better test data generation
The code requires sparse linear systems as input for benchmarking the performance. A program for generating such systems is also included in the original code. However, the program is quite slow and has hard coded dependency relations. In the optimized code, a new data generating module is added, which is faster and can generate arbitrary relations between columns of the matrix.

4.2 Optimization of SpMV and SpMTV operations
The Lanczos step involves repeated calls to two GPU kernels, the Sparse Matrix Vector multiplication (SpMV) and Sparse Matrix Transpose Vector multiplication (SpMTV). “Fig. 4” shows the percentage of total execution time spent on these two kernels combined in the original code. The high percentage share of these two kernels makes them primary candidate for optimization. Performance of both the kernels is improved with following techniques. The SpMV and the SpMTV are both matrix vector multiplication. The matrix vector multiplication is composed of multiple dot products. Multiple dot products can be executed in parallel. “Fig. 5”, depict dot product of two vectors (in orange colour). In the original code, one single dot product is computed per thread. In the new code, entire warp (vector of 32 threads) is dedicated for computing one dot product. This modification leads to better work distribution among threads of a warp and reduces warp divergence significantly. Warp level approach also results in more coalesced memory access.

In the new optimized method, the launch configurations of kernels are also tweaked for maximum occupancy. Results in terms of higher achieved occupancy can be seen in the profile of new code. Improvement in occupancy leads to better utilization of GPU resources. The dot product operation involves two steps. First point-wise multiplication and second is adding all multiplication results together. The pointwise multiplication can be done in parallel by each thread of the warp. However, for adding the multiplication results together, is reduction operation and thus threads need to cooperate. The Kepler architecture introduced four shuffle instructions: _shfl(), _shfl_down(), _shfl_up(), and _shfl_xor(). “Fig. 6” shows shuffle down operation on 8 threads. Shuffle instructions allow faster cooperation between threads from same warp. Effectively, threads can read registers of other threads in the same warp. The reduction operation in new version of SpMV is implemented using shuffle instructions. The shuffle-based reduction performs better than even the shared memory atomics-based implementation.

4.3 Miscellaneous changes
a.) A new Makefile is added to source, which can be used to build all the required binaries. It also adds an option for running a test case.
b.) Reduced number of steps needed for running the to three. Manual editing of matrix file is also removed.
c.) Fixed bug in CUDA version checking.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For performance benchmarking of both original and optimized code, linear systems with number of unknowns ranging from 1,000 to 30,000 and density (number of non-zeros) ranging from 0.01% to 16% are generated and then solved. The computed solution is tested against the generated reference solution.

5.1 System Configuration
The configuration used for benchmarking is given below.
- CUDA toolkit 7.5
- CUDA driver version 352.55
- GPU 4 x Tesla K40m
- CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v2 @ 3.00GHz
- Operating system Cent OS 6.6
- Primary memory (RAM) 128 GB
“Fig. 7” depicts the wall-clock time taken by the program to solve the linear system of equation of varying sizes and densities. The wall-clock time includes time needed for all the three steps (pre-processing, Lanczos, post-processing). The wall-clock time increases with increase in size of system (number of unknowns). Increase in density also results in increased wall-clock time.

“Fig. 8” shows average amount of time spent on the three steps of the program. The Lanczos step is the most time-consuming part of the code.

“Fig. 9” shows wall-clock time of the optimized code. The improvement in wall-clock time of optimized code is up to 2.5x over original code. Pre-processing and post-processing steps are same in original and optimized code. Therefore, the improvement shown in wall-clock time are from improvements in Lanczos step time.

The resulting change in time share is shown in “Fig. 10”. It can be seen that, Lanczos step is no longer the most dominant step.

“Fig. 11” and “Fig. 12” shows exclusive performance gains in the Lanczos step for system with 20,000 and 30,000 unknowns respectively. Figure 4 can be modified to reflect the change in percentage share of SpMV and SpMTV kernels time.
Fig. 13. Execution time share of SpMV and SpMTV in original and optimized method (30.000)

Fig. 14. Performance gain in SpMV and SpMTV

Fig. 13" shows the percentage share of the two kernels. "Fig. 14" shows the gain achieved by of optimized version of code over original code. Note that for this comparison, only execution time for SpMV and SpMTV are considered. The code is also benchmarked on P100 which based on the latest NVIDIA GPU architecture Pascal.

"Fig. 15" illustrates the performance gained by running the same code on P100 vs K40 (Kepler architecture) without any modifications to code. The code on an average executed 2-3x faster on P100 compared to K40.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The Lanczos step is no longer the most compute intensive step in the code. Especially at lower densities Pre-processing and post-processing needs to be improved. Both these steps involve considerable amount of file I/O operations. Therefore, avenues for better I/O performance should be explored. At higher densities (> 10%), the Block Lanczos is quite costly in terms of performance. For such cases, even the dense solver such as Gaussian elimination can be tried. The SpMV and SpMTV are essentially matrix-vector operations. In SpMV the matrix is in normal format while in SpMTV the matrix is in the transposed format. This change leads to huge change in performance of code. The transpose multiply is 3-4x slower than the normal multiply. This penalty can be avoided by precomputing the transpose of matrix and then calling same matrix vector multiply for both operations. The overhead of this approach in terms of execution time is, time needed for transposing the matrix and in terms of memory is doubling the storage space of matrix. The computational overhead should be negligible because transposing is roughly equivalent of two calls to SPMV (one round trip of entire matrix data).
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